
Using the example of "Intelink", the classified worldwide Intranet for the intelligence community, this book is one of the first on current intelligence operations written by an "insider". The CD-ROM includes sample Intelink software demos relating to collaboration tools, security products, and other applications.
The Secret Teachings of Plants: The Intelligence of the Heart in the Direct Perception of Nature

Reveals the use of direct perception in understanding Nature, medicinal plants, and the healing of human disease. Explores the techniques used by indigenous and Western peoples to learn directly from the plants themselves, including those of Henry David Thoreau, Goethe, and Masanobu Fukuoka, author of The One Straw Revolution. Contains leading-edge information on the heart as an organ of perception. All ancient and indigenous peoples insisted their knowledge of plant medicines came from the plants themselves.

Operation Paperclip: The Secret Intelligence Program that Brought Nazi Scientists to America

The explosive story of America's secret post-WWII science programs, from the author of the New York Times bestseller Area 51. In the chaos following World War II, the U.S. government faced many difficult decisions, including what to do with the Third Reich's scientific minds. These were the brains behind the Nazis' once-indomitable war machine. So began Operation Paperclip, a decades-long, covert project to bring Hitler's scientists and their families to the United States. Many of these men were ac...
SECRET Revealed: A SECRET Novel (Secret Trilogy)

S.E.C.R.E.T. Revealed bares all the final book in the hot erotic trilogy The only thing that Cassie Robichaud has ever really wanted is Will Foret, the love of her life. But when Will discovers that Cassie is part of S.E.C.R.E.T., an underground group devoted to helping women experience their deepest sexual fantasies, Will breaks it off. Heartbroken, Cassie dries her tears and focuses on her work with helping the latest S.E.C.R.E.T. recruit, Solange Faraday. Cassie also reignites her relationship...

Artificial Intelligence and Computational Intelligence

This three-volume proceedings contains revised selected papers from the Second International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Computational Intelligence, AICI 2011, held in Taiyuan, China, in September 2011. The total of 265 high-quality papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 1073 submissions. The topics of Part I covered are: applications of artificial intelligence; applications of computational intelligence; automated problem solving; biomedical informatics and com...

KGB: The Secret Work of Soviet Secret Agents

A wide ranging investigation into the workings of the KGB, covering the manipulation of Egyptian President Nasser; the attempts to assassinate Fidel Castro; the campaign to intimidate journalists and silence dissent within the Soviet Union: the assistance given to IRA Provisionals; the wide scale infiltration of American Installations to steal hundreds of secret documents; the attempt to take over Ghana; sexual entrapment of Western diplomats; and the plans to paralyzed nations in the event of f...
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